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Abstract-In many real world problems, we want to generate new designs (ideas) by taking 
unions of subsets of a given basic set of potentially good designs (primitives). This paper proposes 
a streamlined algorithm of finding distinct unions of subsets of the primitives. We show how to use 
the algorithm to eliminate a number of redundant unions of subsets of the primitives in the process 
of finding all distinct unions. Theoretical results are derived to justify the algorithm. Applications 
of the algorithm are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A door which is always closed or always open will lose its usage as a door. Likewise, an assumption 
which is always imposed or left out will lose its usage as an assumption. By alternating the 
combinations of assumptions or existing alternatives, we can generate almost infinite numbers of 
new ideas. This extensively used common sense and practice in human activities is formally called 
alternating principle by Yu [1,2]. The power of the alternating principle cannot be overstated. 
For instance, by alternating the combinations of 0 and 1, one can generate all nonnegative 
integers (Boolean algebra). Many electronic devices are derived by such alternating. Similarly, 
by alternating the combinations of three basic colors (red, yellow, and blue), one can paint infinite 
many pictures, etc. 
This paper is partially motivated by an application of the alternating principle to identify 
potentially good product designs (see [3-71) and to identify potentially good “hub city” designs for 
telecommunication systems (see [8]). In both kinds of problems, we first use some mathematical 
models and/or heuristics to identify a basic set of potentially good designs. We then use the 
“union operations” over subsets of this basic set to generate new, perhaps better, designs. The 
procedure is an application of the alternating principle, using a “union operation” over subsets 
of the existing basic set of potentially good designs. Many similar applications such as designing 
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accounting audit programs, designing safety testing of complex instruments, etc., can also be 
developed. 
Given the original basic set of the potentially good designs which are not necessarily mutually 
exclusive, the union of certain subsets may not produce distinct new designs. If the basic set 
contains g elements, there will be 2s possible subsets. When g is large, the verification of distinct 
new designs will become laborious work (see Section 2 for further discussion). In this paper, we 
will provide a tree structure method to streamline the verification work. While the method is 
intuitively clear because of its combinatorial nature, the mathematical proof of the method is 
fairly complex. To avoid the distraction, some derivations will be put in the Appendix. This 
paper proceeds as follows. 
In Section 2, we use a “tree structure” to represent all unions of the subsets of a given basic 
set of potentially good designs, to facilitate our discussion of the algorithm. In Section 3, we first 
propose a streamlined algorithm to search for all distinct unions from the basic set. We then 
derive the main theoretical results for justifying the algorithm. We also describe an alternative 
algorithm that can facilitate the computation. The conclusion is given in Section 4. 
2. A TREE STRUCTURE OF POSSIBLE COMBINATIONS 
Abstractly, we can state the problem of generating new designs from a given basic set of 
potentially good designs (without confusion, we call such potentially good designs the primitives, 
and call a new design a distinct union of some primitives), as follows: 
Let X = {zi,zs,... , cc,} be a set of variables to be chosen for the design problem, and J = 
151,. ’. , Jg} be a set of primitives, which are subsets of X, selected by some systematic method. 
That is, Ji = {zi1,zi2,. . . ,zi,}, 0 < n 5 z, i = 1,. . . , g, Ji c X. We want to find all new designs 
or distinct unions of the primitives in J. 
A natural approach to finding all distinct unions of the subsets of 3 is to check all 29 possible 
unions. This, however, may be a prohibitive job. For example, when g = 10, we have to check all 
1024 (= 29) unions in order to find all distinct unions! Note that there may be several different 
subsets of 3 which yield the same union. For example, consider an optimal linear production 
design problem [3], with X = (51, ~2,. . . , 28) as a set of all possible variables under consideration. 
Suppose there is a set of potentially good designs ,7 = {Ji,. . . , Jr,}, where Ji = (zr, ~2, zs), 
Js = (z~,z~,Q), Js = (zri,z~,zs), J4 = (zri,zs,zs) and J5 = (Q,Q,,z~), identified by a 
multicriteria and multiconstraint-level (MC2) simplex method (derived by Seiford and Yu [9]). In 
generating new designs by using union operations, we see that Ji U 5s = Ja U 54 = (zi,22,25,~). 
Thus, Js U Jq is redundant to Jr U JJ for generating the new design (zi,22,25, ~8). Note that 
to develop an efficient algorithm for generating all such distinct unions of given primitives and 
discarding the redundant unions is not a trivial task, since we take unions over all subsets of 3 
(i.e., the power set of J), in which some subsets contain the same variables. 
Givenasetofprimitives,~={J1,...,Jg},for1iil<...<ikIg,wedenoten(il,...,ik)= 
{Jt 1 t = il,. . . ,ik}. Let 0 = ‘P(J) be the power set of 3. Then 0 = {n(ii,. . . , ik) 1 1 5 ii < 
. . . < ik 5 g, 0 5 Ic 5 g}. Denote A = P({Ji U.. . U Jg}), the power set of {Ji U.. . U Jg}. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The mapping u : 0 -+ A, such that u(n(ii,. . ,ik)) = lJ{Jt ) t = il,. . . ,ik} 
E A, for all n(ii,. . . , ik) E 0 is called the union operation over the primitives. 
Denote the range of the union operation by u(O). Then, finding all distinct unions of subsets 
of J is equivalent to searching for all distinct elements of u(O). In the following, we build a tree 
structure to represent all elements of 0 and order these elements by traversing the corresponding 
nodes in the tree. This will help us develop an algorithm to search for all distinct elements of 
u(O), based on the ordering of elements of 0. 
We briefly sketch some basic concepts about “tree structure” (see, for example, [lo]). 
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A tree is a collection of elements called nodes, one of which is distinguished as a root, along 
with a relation called parenthood that places a hierarchical structure on the nodes. Formally, a 
tree can be defined recursively in the following manner: 
(i) A null tree is a tree with no nodes. It is represented by 0. 
(ii) A single node by itself is a tree. This node is also the root of the tree. 
(iii) Suppose no is a node and T1, T2,. . . , Tk are trees with roots n1,n2, . . . , nk, respectively. 
One can construct a new tree by making no be the parent of nodes n1, n2,. . . , nk. In this 
tree, no is the root and Tl, T2, . . . , Tk are subtrees of the root. Nodes 721,722,. . . , nk are 
called the children of node no. Nodes n1, n2,. . . ,721, are also called the siblings to each 
other because they have the same parent node no. A node n, (or nl) is called the right 
(or left) sibling node of a given node n if n, (or nl) has the same parent node nP as n and 
lies to the right (or left) of n in the tree ordering of children of nP. Given two nodes niO 
and ni,, we say that niO is a grandparent of nil and nil is a grandchild of niO if there are 
nodes njl, nj*,. . . , and njk (5 2 l), such that ni,, is the parent of njl, nj, is the parent of 
nj,+l (p=1,2 ,..., k - l), and njk is the parent of ni,. 
Assume that a tree contains at least two nodes. Then, we see that a tree consists of a number 
of subtrees which themselves consist of further subtrees. To order all nodes of a tree, one may use 
the order determined by the well-known preorder listing in data structure [lo], which is defined 
recursively as follows: 
Let T be a tree with root no and subtrees Tl,T2,. . . , Tj which have roots 121,722,. . . , nk, 
respectively, such that Ti fl Tk = 8, i # k. Note that the root n1, of Tk is a child of no. Then, the 
order of the nodes of T is determined by the following rule: 
(i) no is the least (beginning) node; that is; no + nzr for any i = 1, . . , k; 
(ii) If ni E Ti and n/, E Tk, then ?%i + nk (i.e., ni is ordered prior to nk) iff i < k; and 
(iii) Recursively, given any subtree Tj with root at nj, suppose that Tj consists of further 
subtrees Tj,, Tj2,. . . , Tj,.. Then nj is prior to any nj,, k = 1, . . , r, and for any two nodes 
nj, E TjL, nj, E Tjk, we have nj% + njb iff i < k. 
Recall that 0 is the power set of 3. We now define a special tree structure on 0 as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given 0, we define 
(i) the root of the tree by n(0) = 8; 
(ii) the children of n(0) by n(i), i = 1,. . . , g, and n(j) is the right sibling of n(i) if j E 
{i + l,, . . ,g}; 
(iii) the children ofn(il) byn(il, iz), il < i2, il, i2 E (1,. . . , g}, and n(il, ir) is the right sibling 
of n(il, iz) if i2 < i,, for i, E {iz + 1,. . . ,g}; and 
(iv) in general, the children of n(il,. . . , i&l) by n(i1,. . , i&1, ik), i1 < . . . < ik, il,. . , ik E 
(1,. . . ,g}, and n(i1,. . . ,ik-l,ip) is the right sibling of n(il,. . . ,ik-1, ik) if il, < i, for 
iP 6 {ikfl,. . . ,g). 
Let us use the following example to illustrate the tree structure of 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Given a set of primitives 3 = {J1,... ,J6}, where J1 = {x~,x~,Q}, J2 = 
{x3,%x6}, 53 = {x3,x4,26}, 54 = {xlrx2,x6}, 55 = {51,X2,X5}, and J6 = {x1,x5,x6}. BY 
Definition 2.2, we have the tree structure with 26 (= 64) possible nodes of 0, as shown in Figure 1. 
We can use the preorder listing to list all nodes in the tree structure of Figure 1. For illustration, 
we list the nodes in the second subtree of Figure 1 as follows: 
n(2) * n(2,3) %n(2,3,4) rn(2,3,4,5)+n(2,3,4,5,6)+n(2,3,4,6) 
+n(2,3,5) +n(2,3,5,6)+n(2,3,6) +n(2,4) + n(2,4,5) 
+ n(2,4,5,6) + n(2,4,6) F n(2,5) + n(2,5,6) + n(2,6). 
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REMARK 2.1. (i) Given n(il, . . . , ik), n(j,, . . . , js) E 0, like the ordering of words in a dictionary, 
we say that n(il, . . . , ik) is lexicographical/y prior to n(j,, . . . , jS), denoted by n(il, . . . ,ik) +L 
nh,. . . ,A) iff 
(1) il <jl,or 
(2) thereissomep,sothati,=j,forq=1,...,p-1andi,<jp,or 
(3) i, = j, for v = 1,. . . , k and s > k. 
Note that we can verify that the ordering {+,r,} on 0 is a strict ordering (that is, {+I,} is 
asymmetric, transitive, and complete) and the pair (0, +L) is an ordered set. From the preorder 
listing in Example 2.1, we observe that all nodes of 8 in the listing enjoy the ordering {+L}. 
Thus, given the tree structure of 0, the preorder listing {>-} is equivalent to the lexicographic 
ordering {>-L}. 
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(ii) Given n(il,. . . , ile) E 8, its index set, {il , . . . , ik}, enjoys a monotonicity which means 
that for any i,, i, E {il,. . . ,ik}, i, < i, if q < T. Both the lexicographic ordering and the 
monotonicity are important in the following discussion. 
Without confusion, in the following, we shall use 0 to represent the ordered set (Q, +L). Since 
{+-L} is a strict ordering on 8, we can rename elements of 0 as nl, n2, . . . , according to this 
ordering. For instance, in Example 2.1, nl is n(O), n2 is n(l), ns is n(1,2), and so on. In this 
way, any n(il, . . . ,ik) E 0 is denoted by an ni, where 1 5 i 5 29. Note that for all ni, nj E 0, 
ni + nj iff i < j and 1 < i, j 5 29. 
3. A STREAMLINED ALGORITHM 
In this section, we develop a streamlined algorithm for finding all distinct elements of u(e). 
Intuitively, our algorithm starts from the most left branch of the tree from the root and we verify 
whether the generated design is new or redundant (i.e., it is not new or generated before). If it is 
new, we move to the next node to generate other new designs. Otherwise, when it is redundant, 
the entire subtree from the redundant node can be removed from further consideration. When 
the tree is large, this algorithm (Algorithm 3.1) will allow us to remove a large portion of the tree 
for generating new designs and save a lot of computation time. In the following, we will precisely 
and systematically describe the procedure. To avoid distraction, the detailed mathematical proof 
and justification of relevant statements will be put in the Appendix. 
Recall that for any ni, nj E 8, it is possible that ni # nj, but u(ni) = u(nj). For instance, 
in Example 2.1, n(1,2) # n(1,2,3), but u(n(l,2)) = u(n(1,2,3)) = {~1,~2,~3,~4,~5,~6}. We 
want to find an efficient procedure to locate u(Q) without checking each element of 8. 
Denote @ as a subset of 8, such that u(ni) # u(nj) for all ni, nj E @ (i # j) and u(Q) = U(Q). 
Note that the subset @, so defined, may not be unique. Our goal is to find one such @ without 
checking all 29 elements of 8. To do so, let us check all the nodes according to the preorder 
listing of the tree structure of 0. 
Denote nk E 8 as the node that needs to be checked at the lath step of the checking process 
(see Algorithm 3.1). Let Qk be the subset of 0 before the kth step of the checking, such that 
for any ni, nj E @ok, i # j, u(ni) # u(nj). Let Nk be the subset of 8 containing all remaining 
nodes that may need to be checked before the lath step of the checking. Note that nk E &, but 
nk $i! @k. Denote CI, as the set of all nodes but nk in the subtree Tk with root nk. Then ck 
contains all children and grandchildren of nk. 
ALGORITHM 3.1. 
Step 0. Set Ic = 0. Let QO = 0. Denote C3\0 by NO. Let no = n(1) E No. 
Step 1. Find @k and nk E &, where nk is the first node in Nk (according to the preorder) 
that needs to be checked. Ifu(n”) E u(@k), let @k+l = +k andNk+l = Nk\({nk}uck), 
and go t0 Skp 2. If u(n”) $! u(&), let &+I = apI, U {nk} and Nk+l = Nk\{n”}, and 
go to Step 2. 
Step 2. IfNk+l = 0, StOp. Let &+I = @*. Otherwise, set Ic = k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
Note that as the tree is finite, the algorithm will terminate in a finite number of steps. 
We need to show that @* identified by Algorithm 3.1 is what we want. In order to do this, we 
first need to know whether ~((a*) = u(0). The n, we need to know whether all elements of a* 
are distinct (i.e., @* satisfies that for any ni, nj E a*, u(ni) # u(nj), i # j). 
THEOREM 3.1 (MAIN THEOREM). For any n E 0, there is n’ E @* such that u(n) = u(n’). 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 looks obvious; but, to prove it precisely demands a lot of work 
because of its combinatorial complexity. To avoid a pitfall for readers, we put the proof into the 
Appendix. 
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REMARK 3.1. (i) F’rom Theorem 3.1, we see that u(0) s ~(a*). Since ~(a*) c U(O), we have 
u(O) = ~(a*). (ii) Fr om Algorithm 3.1, all elements of CJ* are distinct. Results of (i) and (ii) 
imply that @* is what we want. 
In order to facilitate the computation of searching for the entire @* by using Algorithm 3.1, 
we use an incidence matrix to represent the relationship between index xi and elements of 8 
(see [ll]). Given 3, let x(J) = J1 U . . U J, = {xl,. . . , z,}, reordering if necessary, be the set 
of all distinct indices involved in J. Note that ~(3) C X. 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
(i) For any C = {Q~,...,~~,} C x(J), we define the incidence vector of < by W(c) = 
(WI,. . . ,Ws)T, where wi = 1, if xi E <; wi = 0, if xi 4 C, i = 1,. . . ,s. 
(ii) An incidence matrix between x(J) and S = {nel,. . . , ner} & 0 is defined by W = 
{Wj)sxr, whose columns, denoted by Wj, j = 1,. . . , T, are the incidence vectors of u(nej), 
nej E S, where u is the union operation as in Definition 2.1. 
Note that rows and columns of W correspond to elements of x(,7) and elements of S, respec- 
tively. 
Because of ,7 C a* C 0 and Definition 3.1, the incidence matrix between x(g) and @’ will be 
denoted by W* and the incidence matrix between x(J) and J will be denoted by W”. Note that 
W” is a submatrix of W*. Since 3 is given, we shall call columns of W” the original co/umns. 
The following discussion essentially says that searching for the entire Cp’ is “equivalent” to 
generating W*. 
DEFINITION 3.2. For any twoincidence vectors Wj = (wlj, . . . , w,~)~ and W, = (wlP, . . . , w,~)~, 
we define Wj V W, = (max(w13, WQ), . . . , max(w,j, w,~))~. 
Note that the operation V in Definition 3.2 is often used in formal logic. It is known that 
the operations in logic can be transformed into the operations in set theory and vice versa (for 
instance, see [12,13]). Based on the structure of W in Definition 3.1, we shall show that the 
operation U used in Definition 2.1 is equivalent to the operation V in Definition 3.2. 
LEMMA 3.1. If kVj and W, are the incidence vectors of u(nj) and u(np), respectively, then the 
incidence vector of u(nj) U u(nP) is Wj V W,. 
PROOF. Given u(nj) and U(np), j # p, let u(nj) = {z,~, . . . ,xak} and U(n,) = {xbl,. .,x6,}. 
Let Wj = (wlj,. . , ~,j)~ and W, = (wlP,. . . , w,~)~ be the columns corresponding to nj and nP, 
respectively. Let Wj V W, = (wljp,. . . , W,jp)T. If wijP = 1, i = 1,. . , S, then by Definition 3.2, 
we have that wij = 1 or wip = 1. This implies that xi E u(nj) or zi E u(np), where xi E X(J), 
i = l,..., s. Thus, ICY E u(nj) U u(np). If Wijp = 0, then by Definition 3.2, we see that wij = 0 
and wip = 0. This implies that xi $ u(nj) and xi 4 u(nP), where xi E x(J), i = 1,. . , S. Thus, 
xi $ ~(72~) U u(nP). By Definition 3.1, the proof is complete. I 
Based on Lemma 3.1, we can generate any columns of W by using the known original columns. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given u(nj) and w(np), j # p, we have that 
(i) W, I W,, iflu C 4n,); 
(ii) Wj = W,, iff u(n,) = u(n,). 
PROOF. Given ‘Ll(nj) and U(n,), j # p, let zl(nj) = {zaI,. . . ,xa,} and u(n,) = {5b1,. . . ,x6,}. 
Let Wj = (Wljr.. . ,IU~~)~ and W, = (wlp,. . . , w,p) T be the columns corresponding to nj and np, 
respectively. 
We first prove (i). Suppose Wj 5 W,. If x, E U(nj), which implies wig = 1, then wtp = 1, 
which implies that xi E I, where xi E x(J), i = 1,. ,s. Thus, u(q) C u(n,). Suppose 
that u(nj) C u(n,). If wi3 = 1, which implies xi E zl(nj), then xi E u(np), where X, E X(Z), 
i= I,..., s. This implies that wip = 1. Thus, Wj I W,. 
The result of (ii) follows from that of (i). I 
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Let W** be the incidence matrix between z(J) and 0. Let W” be the submatrix of W** before 
the ICth step of the checking such that for any two columns W,, Wj E Wk, p # j, W, # W,. From 
Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, Algorithm 3.1 can be rewritten as the following 
equivalent form. 
ALGORITHM 3.2. 
Step 0. Set k = 0. Let W” = 0. Denote O\S by NO. Let no = n(1) E NO. 
Step 1. Find W” and nk E Nk, where nk is the first node in Nk (according to the preorder) 
that needs to be checked. Let Wk be the column of W** corresponding to nk. If 
there is a column Wj of Wk such that Wk = Wj, then we denote Wkfl = W” and 
Nk+l = Nk\({nk) U ck), and go to Step 2. If for any column Wj of W”, Wk # Wj, 
then we record Wk and denote Wk+’ = W” U {wk} (which means that the columns of 
Wkfl consist of all columns of W” and Wk) and Nk+l = Nk\{n”}, and go to Step 2. 
Step 2. IfNk+l = 0, stop. Let W’“+’ = W*. Otherwise, set lc = k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
REMARK 3.2. The information from the incidence matrix W makes it easier to search for the 
entire a*. To check the relation between u(nj) and u(nP), j # p, we just simply check two 
columns Wj and W, by using Lemma 3.2. Using Algorithm 3.2, if the generated Wj corresponding 
to nj is recorded as a column of W*, then nj E @* is identified. By generating the columns of 
W*, ~‘9 can easily keep the track of searching for the entire @*. Once all columns of W* are 
recorded, the entire @* is found. 
In the following example, we use the incidence matrix to illustrate Algorithm 3.2 for searching 
for the entire @*. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. (BASED ON EXAMPLE 2.1). 
Given J = {Jl,.. . , J6}, let x(3) = { x1,2&?, x3,24, x5,56}. Note that 0 is given in Figure 1. By 
using Algorithm 3.2, we have: 
(0) Let W” = 8. Denote O\S by No. Let no = n(1) = J1 = {rq,z2,~}. Then u(n(1)) = 
{x~,Q,x~}. Let WO be the column corresponding to n(1). Since W” = 8, WO is recorded as the 
first column of Table 1. Note that WO is an original column. 
(1) Check n( 1,2): Let WI be the column corresponding to n(l,2). Since Wo # WI, we record 
W1 as the second column of Table 1. 
(2) Check n(l,2,3): Let W2 be the column corresponding to n(l,2,3). Since W, = WI, we do 
not record W2 and eliminate the subtree with root n(l,2,3) from the checking process. 
(3) Check n(l,2,4): Let Wa be the column corresponding to n(l,2,4). Since W, = WI, we do 
not record We and eliminate the subtree with root n(l,2,4) from the checking process. 
(4) Check n(l,2,5): Let Wd be the column corresponding to n(l,2,5). Since W, = W,, we do 
not record W, and eliminate the subtree with root n(l,2,5) from the checking process. 
(5) Check n( 1,2,6): Let Ws be the column corresponding to n( 1,2,6). Since W, = W, , we do 
not record W5. 
(6) Check n(1,3): Let Ws be the column corresponding to n(1,3). Since Ws # WO, WI, we 
record Ws as the third column of Table 1. 
(7) Check n(1,3,4): Let WY be the column corresponding to n(1,3,4). Since W, = W,, we do 
not record W, and eliminate the subtree with root n( 1,3,4) from the checking process. 
(8) Check n(1,3,5): Let Ws be the column corresponding to n(1,3,5). Since W, = WI, we do 
not record W, and eliminate the subtree with root n(l,3,5) from the checking process. 
(9) Check n(l,3,6): Let Wg be the column corresponding to n(l,3,6). Since Wg = WI, we do 
not record Wg. 
(10) Check n(1,4): Let WI0 be the column corresponding to n(l,4). Since WOO # WO, WI, 
W,, we record WI0 as the fourth column of Table 1. 
(11) Check n(1,4,5): Let WI, be the column corresponding to n(l,4,5). Since WI1 # WO, 
WI, We, WOO, we record Wll as the fifth column of Table 1. 
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(12) Check n(l,4,5,6): Let Wrz be the column corresponding to n(l, 4,5,6). Since Wr2 = Wir, 
we do not record WI,. 
(13) Check n(1,4,6): Let Wi3 be the column corresponding to n(l,4,6). Since WI3 = Wll, 
we do not record Wl3. 
(14) Check n( 1,5): Let WIJ be the column corresponding to n(l,5). Since WI4 # Wo, WI, 
WC, WOO, WII, we record Wl4 as the sixth column of Table 1. 
(15) Check n(1,5,6): Let Wpj be the column corresponding to n(1,5,6). Since WI5 = Wll, 
we do not record WI,. 
(16) Check n(1,6): Let WIG be the column corresponding to n(1,6). Since WIG = Wll, we do 
not record WAS. 
Table 1. 
wo WI w6 WlO Wll w14 w17 WlS 
n(l) n(L 2) n(L 3) n(L4) n(L 4,5) n(l,5) n(2) nCA3) 
Xl 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
x2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 
x3 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
X.5 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
X6 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
w21 w22 w26 w27 w31 w32 w35 w37 
n(2,3,6) nCA4) n&6) n(3) n(4) n(4,5) n(5) n(6) 
Xl 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
22 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
x3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
24 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
x5 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 
26 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
We have checked the left-most subtree with root n(1). Continuing in this manner, the checking 
process terminates when n(6), the last node in the preorder listing of 0, is checked. All 16 distinct 
columns are shown in Table 1. Note that among them, the columns corresponding to n(l), n(2), 
n(3), n(4), n(5), and n(6) are the original columns. In the checking process they are automatically 
recorded as distinct columns. Thus, the number of distinct generated columns is 10. 
Rearranging the order, we can write 
@* = {n(I), n(2), n(3), n(4), n(5), n(6), +2), r&3), n&4), n&4,5), n&5), 
n(2,3), n(2,3,6), n(2,4), n(2,6), 
Thus, 
~(a*) = 151, J2, J3, J4r J5, Js, 7d7@,2)), u(n(L3)), ~(+,4)), u(n(L4,5)) 
n(4,5)). 
dn(l> 5)), u(n(2,3)), u(n(2,3,6)), u(n(2,4)), u(n(2,6)), u(n(4,5))}, 
where 
JI = (21, z2,24), 52 = (x3, X5,56}, J3 = {X3,X4756), 
J4 = {~1,~2,x6}, 55 = {x1,~2,x5}, J6 = {51,~5,~6)> 
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u(n(l, 2)) = {Xl, x2, x3, x4,25, x6}, u(+, 3)) = (21, z2,23,24, z6}, 
u(n(1,4)) = {~1,~2,~4,~6), u(n(l, 475)) = { ~1,~2,~4,~5,~6}, 
u(n(l, 5)) = {Zl, 22, x4,55), u($% 3)) = (539x4, x5,56), 
u(@, 3,6)) = { ~1,~3>~4,~5,~6}, u(7$%4)) = {x1,x2,x3,x5,x6}, 
u(n(Z6)) = {xl, 537x5, x6}, and u(n(475)) = {x1,x2, x5,x6}. 
In the above example using Algorithm 3.2, the number of nodes that we have checked is 31, 
compared with a total number of nodes of 63 (n(0) = 8 is excluded). We did not check 32 nodes. 
Thus, the method in Algorithm 3.2 (or Algorithm 3.1) is more efficient than the natural method, 
which needs 63 checks for finding all distinct elements of u(0). 
One may expect that as the number of primitives increases, the efficiency of the algorithm will 
become even more obviously powerful. However, this needs to be further studied and verified. 
4. CONCLUSION 
By using union operations, we can generate new designs from a given basic set of potentially 
good designs. In this paper, we have developed a streamlined algorithm that enables us to find all 
distinct unions without checking all possible subsets of the basic set. The proposed algorithm may 
be used as an efficient tool in solving those problems of the real world which can be formulated 
as generating new designs based on a set of given potentially good designs (recall this from 
Section 1). 
APPENDIX 
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
To prove Theorem 3.1, we first develop several lemmas and properties regarding Algorithm 3.1 
as preparation. 
LEMMA A.1. For any ni, nj E 0, nj is a child or grandchild of ni iff ni c nj and i < j. 
PROOF. We first show the necessity. For any ni, nj E 0, if nj is a child or grandchild of ni, then 
by Definition 2.2, we write ni = n(il, . . . , ik) and nj = n(il, . . . , ik, . . . , i,), il < . . . < ik < . . . < 
i,. Thus, we have that ni c nj and i < j, according to Remark 2.1(i). 
We now show the sufficiency. If ni c nj and i < j, then by condition (3) of the lexicographic 
ordering in Remark 2.1(i), we can write ni = n(il, . . . , ik) and nj = n(il, . . . , ik, . . . , iv), il < 
. < il, < . . < i,. By Definition 2.2, we see that nj is a child or grandchild of ni. I 
LEMMA A.2. For anyni, nj E 0, ifni c nj, then u(ni) c u(nj). 
PROOF. The conclusion follows from the definition of the union operator (Definition 2.1). m 
In the following, by nt, = (nt\n,) U nk, we mean the node corresponding to the ordered index 
set which properly maintains the monotonicity property of its components (see Remark 2.l(ii)) 
after the set operations. However, in order to streamline the proof, without confusion, the 
monotonicity may not be expressly shown, but assumed. 
LEMMA A.3. Given nt, n,, nI, E 0, k < m < t, if nm C nt and u(nk) = u(n,), then 
ntl = (nt\n,) U nk E 0 satisfying (i): 721, C ntI, and (ii): u(nntl) = u(nt). 
PROOF. Given nt, n,, nI, E 0, k < m < t, suppose that n, C nt and U(nk) = ?L(n,). As 
n,~n~andm<t,wecanwriten~=n(il,..., i,)={JtIt=il,..., $},n,=n(il,..., i,)= 
{Jt 1 t = il, . ,ie}, with e < p. Also we can write nk = n(ql,. . . ,qh) = {Jt 1 t = ql, . . . , qh}. 
Let nt, = (nt\n,) U nk. Then, 
nt, = n(jl,. . ,jv) = {Jt ) t = jl,. . . , j,,} = {Jt 1 t = i, + 1,. . . ,ip, ql,. . . ,qh}. 
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Note that ntl E 0. Note also that nk C nt,. By Definition 2.1, 
u(w) = (Ji,+l u ’ * ’ u Ji,) u (Jql u . . . u JQ,,) = (Jie+l U . * . U Ji,) U u(nk) 
= (Ji,+i u . . . uJi,)u~(n,)=(Ji,+l~...~Ji,)~(~i,~...~~i,) 
= U(nt). I 
LEMMA A.4. Given n4, 726 E 0, if n, C nb and a < b, then na C n,, for every e such that 
a<e<b. 
PROOF. Given na, nb E 0, if n, C nb and a < b, then by Remark 2.1(i), we write na = 
n(il,. . . ,ik) and nb = n(ii, . ..,%k,.. .,iv), il < ... < ik < ... < i,. we also write n, = 
n(sl,... , s,), Sl < . . . < s,. Suppose that n, $ n,, for a given e such that a < e < b. From 
a < e, by Remark 2.1(i), there is some p, such that i, = .sg for q = 1, . , . , p - 1 and i, < sp. 
Again by Remark 2.1(i), we see that b < e, which is a contradiction. Therefore, n, c n,. 1 
PROPERTY A. 1. Given nt E O\@*, if nt is not checked, then there is n, E O\ia* such that 
n, c nt, m < t, and n, is checked. 
PROOF. According to Step 1 of Algorithm 3.1, if nt E 8 is not checked, then there is some step p 
in the checking process such that nZt is a child or a grandchild of n, = np E Q\@*, and n, is 
checked. Then, n, c ntr m < t, by Lemma A.l. I 
PROPERTY A.2. If n, is checked and n, E @\a*, then there is nk E a*, k -C m, such that 
u(nk) = u(h). 
PROOF. By contradiction, suppose that for any nk E cP*, k < m, u(nk) # u(n,). Then, there is 
some step c of checking, such that for any nk E @‘c C a*, U(nk) # u(n,), where n, = nc. This 
implies that u(n,) $ u(@~). By Step 2 of Algorithm 3.1, we have that n, E ac+i G @*. This is 
a contradiction to that n, E @\a*. I 
For convenience, from now on whenever we mention nt, , n,% , and nki, we mean that ki < rni < 
ti, nmi C nti, nti E @\a* and nti is not checked; nmi E @\@* and n,% is checked; nk, E Q* and 
nk, is checked, u(nmz) = u(nk,), and nt,+l = (nti\n,*) U nki. 
PROPERTY A.3. The following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ti < h+l; 
(ii) nk, c nmi; 
(iii) nk* = rim,\{{*},, where J* E 3. 
PROOF. (i) --t (ii): Note that nt,+l = (n&\n,&)Unk, and nk% C nt,+l. Since ki < mi < ti < &+I, 
by Lemma A.4, we have that nk, C nmi. 
(ii) + (iii): Let nk,‘ = n(hi, . . . , hd) and nm, = n(hi, . . . , hd,. . . , hd+,.), with hi < . .. < 
hd ’ . < hi+- If T 2 2, then denote n, = n(hl, . . . , hd,hd+l). We have that ki < m < mi 
and nk, C 12, C ?I,%. Note that u(n,%) = U(nk,). Thus, u(n,,) = u(n,) = U(nk,) and we 
do not check nmz, by Algorithm 3.1. This is a contradiction. If r = 1, then we can write 
nki=n(hl,...,hd)andn,*=n(hl,...,hd,hd+l),withhl<“‘<hd<hd+l. LetJhd+l=J*, 
where Jh,l+l E J. Therefore, we have that nk, = rim,\{{*}.. 
(iii) + (i): If nk, = nm,,\{J*}, where J’ E J, then we write nk, = n(hl, . . . , hd) and 
n,, = n(hl,. . . , hd, hd+l), with hl < ... < hd < hdfl, where Jhd+l = J*. Prom ntzil = 
(nt,\nmz) U nk, and n,, C nt,, we can write nt,,, = n(hl, . . . , hd, hd+l, hd+2,. . . , hp) and nt%+, = 
n(hl, . . , hd, hd+2,. . . , hp) with hl < ... < hd < . .. < hp. By Remark 2.1(i), we have that 
ti < ti+i. I 
PROPERTY A.4. If tj < tj+l and there is an nk E a* such that nk C nt, and k < t,, then 
nk C ‘Qj+l. 
PROOF. It follows from Property A.3 that nk, = rim,\{{*}.. Thus, nk, C ?+ C ntj and 
kj < rnj < tj. Since nk C ntj and k < tj, we claim that k < kj. Indeed, if rnj < k < tj, 
then by Lemma A.4, we have that nml C nk. By Algorithm 3.1, we do not check nk. This is a 
contradiction to that n1, E @*. If k, < k < mj (< tj), then since nk C nt,, we have that nk C nm3 
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(Lemma A.4). From Icj < k < mj and nkj C n mj, we have that nkj C nk (Lemma A.4). Thus, 
we see that nkj C nk C nm3 and kj < k < mj, which is a contradiction to that n]Ej = nmj\{J*}. 
Thus, we must have k 5 kj. If k < kj < tj, then nk C nkj, since nk C ntj (Lemma A.4). 
If k = kj, then nk = nkj; therefore nk c nkj. From ntj+l = (r$\nm3) U nkj, we know that 
nkj C ntj+l. Thus nk c nt,+,, as expected. I 
PROPERTY A.5. Iftj+l < tj and there is an nk E @* such that nk C ntJ and k < tj+l, then 
nk c ntj+l. 
PROOF. Since n1, C nt, and k < tj+l < tj, by Lemma A.4, we have that nk C ntj+l. I 
PROPERTY A.6. Given i and j with i 5 j, if nk, < nm,, kj < m,, then 
(i) t. 3+1 < mi < ti and there exists nk C nk3, nk 4 n,%, k < k.j < mi such that nk C ntj+l, 
k -C $+I; 
(ii) nky+l $f n,%, kj+l < mi. 
PROOF. To show (i), we write nk, = n(ui, . , , up), with al < . . . < ap, and nmi = n(bi, . . . , b,), 
with bl < . . < b,. By Remark 2.1(i), there is an s such that a, < b, and for any d < s, ad = bd. 
Let nf = n(al,. . . , a,). Then, nf C nt,+l = (7Q,\n,,) U nk3, since nf c nk,. 
If f < tj+i, let k = f. Then, we have that nk C nkj, nk $f nm,, k < kj < mi. It follows that 
t.i+i < mi < ti. 
If f > tj+l, then by writing nt,+l = n(ci,. . , cw), with ci < ... < c,, there is a w such that 
c, < a, < 6, and u < s, and for any d < II, cd = ad = bd. Then, we define nk = n(cl,. . . , c,) 
which satisfies that 121, C nt,+l and k < tj+l. Also, we have that nk $ n,%, k < kj < mi and 
tj+1 < mi < ti. 
Now we show (ii). From (i), we see that tj+l < m, < ti and there exists n1, @ n,, , k < mi such 
that nk C nt3+,, k < tj+l. Then, kj+l < mi holds, since kj+l < tj+l < mi. By contradiction, 
SUppOSe nkj+I c nIz,%. 
(a) Suppose k < kj+l. Since nk C nt,+l and k 1. kj+l < tj+l, by Lemma A.4, we have that 
nk c nk,+l. Then, we have that nk C nmi, which is a contradiction. 
(b) Suppose k > kj+l. Since kj+l < k < mi and nkj+l c n,,, by Lemma A.4, we have 
that nk,+l C nk. Then, we see that nk,+l C nk C nt,+l and kj+l < k < tj+l. Note 
that nm3+1 C nt,+l and mj+i < t,+l. Thus, we have that kj+l < k < mj+l < tj+l and 
%+I C nk C nm3+1 c %,+l. By Property A.3, this implies that nk,+l = nk. Thus, we 
have that nk,+1 @ n,%, which is a contradiction. I 
PROPERTY A.7. Given i, p, and s, with p > 2 and 0 < s < p, if ti+p < ti < ti+s, then 
ki+P--l < ma < ti, nk,+,_l Sf nm,. 
PROOF. Let nk = nkz. Note that nt,+l = (nt,\n,%) U nk and ti < ti+i. Then we have that 
nk c nt,+l, k < ti+l. If ti+l < ti+zr by Property A.4, we have that nk, C nt,+Z and ki < ti+2. 
If ii+2 < ti+l7 by Property A.5, we also have that nk, c nt,+l and ki < ti+2. Repeating this 
process with finite number of steps, we have that nk, C nt,+,,_* and ki < ti+p_1. 
In the following, we first show that ki+p-1 < mi, then show that nk,+,_l @ n,%. 
(i) Suppose mi < ki+P-l, then ki < mi < ki+p_l < ta+p-l and nk, C nt,+,,_l. Thus, it follows 
from Lemma A.4 that nk, C nk,+,_, and nk, C n,%. By Property A.3, we can write n,, = 
n(bl, . . , b,) and nk‘ = n(bl, , b,_,) with bl < . . < b,-1 < b,. Note that by Algorithm 3.1, 
r&TX, @ %+,-1. We write nk,+,_, = n(bl, , bs_-l, a,, . . . ,a,) with bl < . ’ < b,_l < b, < 
u, < ... < a,. Since rni < ki+p_l < ti+p_lr we have that n,) < nt,+,,_l. (Otherwise, by 
Lemma A.4, we should have that n,, C nk,+,_, , which is a contradiction.) We write nt,+,,_l = 
n(bl,..., b,_l,cs ,..., c,)withbl<...<b,_l<b,<c,<...<c,. 
(a) If nk,+,_l c nt,+,,_17 then by Lemma A.4, we have that nk,+p_l c nm,+,,_l. By Prop- 
erty A.3, we see that ti < ti+p_1 < ti+p, which is a contradiction. 
(b) If nk.+,,_, @ ntz+7,_,, then let nk = n(h, . . . , b,_l, a,). Then by Remark 2.1(i), we have 
that nk C nt,+?, = (nt,+,_l\nm,+,,_,) U nk,+p_-l and k < ti_tp. Note that mi < k, since 
b, < a,. Then, we see that mi < k < tz+p. Since rni < ti, it follows from Algorithm 3.1 
that ti < k < ta+p. This is a contradiction. 
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(ii) By contradiction, suppose that nk,+,_l C n,, . Note that kifp-r < mi. Because ti < ti+lr 
by Property A.3, we have that nk, = rim,\{{*},, w h ere J* E 3. This implies that nki+,_, = nk,. 
From nki+p-l = nk, c nt,+,_l and ki+P--l < mi+p-l < ti+p-l, by Lemma A.4, we have that 
%+p-l = nml+p--I By Property A.3, we have that ti < ti+p-l < ti+p. This is a contradiction of 
ti+, < ti. Therefore, nk1+8_-1 $ nmi, as desired. I 
LEMMA A.5. Given i, p, and s, with p 2 2 and 0 < s < p, if ti < ti+s, then nt, # nt,+,. 
PROOF. There are three cases: 
(a) If mi < ki+p_1, then using the argument (i) in Property A.7, we have that ti < ti+p. 
(b) If% > ki+p--l and nk,+,_1 C nm,, then using the argument (ii) in Property A.7, we have 
ti < ti+_p. 
(c) If mi > ki+,-1 and nk,+,_l @ nmi, then by Property A.6 we have ti > ti+p. I 
LEMMA A.6. nt,+l # nt,, where nt,+1 = (nti\n,“) U ‘nk,. 
PROOF. Note that n,% c nt,. To show that nt.+l # nt,, we need only to show that either 
n,, $Z‘ nk, or nk, g nt,. By contradiction, suppose that n,% C nk, c nt,. Since n,< # n& and 
n& # nt,, we have that n,? C nk, C ntz. Let nk, = n(jl, . . ,j,) and nt, = n(j,, . ~~,.lpr.~~,.lp+r > 
(this is possible since ki < ti). Then we can write n,% = n(jl, . . . , j,), with q < p + T, since 
mi < ti and n,, C ntz. NOW from n,* C nk,, we should have q < p. This, however, implies that 
mi < ki, which is impossible. I 
LEMMA A.7. Given d and i, with d > i, if td < ti, then for any p > d, t, < ti. 
PROOF. (i) By induction, we show that given i, if ti+l < ti, then for any p > i + 1, t, < ti and 
nk, $ h,, kp < m 
(a) Suppose p = if2. From ti+i < ti, we have that nk, < n,%. (If nk, C n,, , by Property A.3, 
we have that ti < ti+l, which is a contradiction.) By applying Property A.6 twice, we get 
nki+P $ n,;, ki+z < mi and ti+z < ti. 
(b) Suppose that p = w > i + 1. Then, t, < ti and nk, < nm,, k, < mi. 
(c) Let p = w + 1. Again, by Property A.6, we have that tw+l < ti and nk,,, $z! n,,, 
k wf~ < ma. 
(ii) By induction, we now show that given i and q, with q > i + 1, if t, < ti < t,, i < s < q, 
then for any p > q, t, < ti and nkp @ nm,, kp < mi. 
(a) Let p = q + 1. It follows from Property A.7 that n&, g n,%, k,_l < mi. Now, by using 
Property A.6 twice, we get t,+i < ti and n&+, @ nnm,, k,+l < mi. 
(b) Suppose that p = w > q. Then t, < ti and nk, @ nm, , k, < mi. 
(c) Letp = w+l. Again by Property A.6, we have that &,,+I < ti and nk,,,, $ nm,, 
k W+I < mi. 
We now prove the lemma. For given a d, with d > i and td < ti, there exists the smallest q 
satisfying t, < ti and q > i; note that q 5 d. If q = i + 1, then from the results of (i), the lemma 
is correct. If q > i + 1 and t, < ti < t,, i < s < q, then from the results of (ii), the lemma is also 
correct. (Note that if there is an s such that i < s < q, t, = ti, then from Lemma A.6, s > i + 1. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that ti < t,, i < e < s. By Lemma A.5, we see that nt, # nt,, 
which is a contradiction.) I 
LEMMA A.8. nt, # ntj, for any i # j. 
PROOF. By contradiction, suppose that nt, = ntj for given i and j, where i # j. Without loss 
of generality, let j > i. From Lemma A.6, j > i + 1. We have the following three cases. 
(i) If t, < t,, i < s < j, then by Lemma A.5, we have that nt, # nt3, which is a contradiction. 
(ii) If there is an s such that i < s < j, t, < ti, then by Lemma A.7, we have that ti > tj, 
which also leads to a contradiction. 
(iii) There is an s, such that i < s < j, t, = ti. Without loss of generality, suppose that ti < t,, 
i < q < s, by Lemma A.5, we have that nt, # nt,“, which is a contradiction. I 
Now we can prove Theorem 3.1 as follows. 
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For any n E 0, if n E a*, the proof is trivial. We assume that n E @\a*. By contradiction, 
suppose that there is an nto (E @\a*) satisfying 
4%) # 449 for any 72’ E CD’. (1) 
Note that nt, is not checked. If ntO is checked, by Property A.2, there is an n’ E a*, such that 
u(nt,) = z~(n’), which is a contradiction to (1). 
By Property A.l, there is an n,, E @\a* such that n,, c ntor mo < to, and nm, is checked. 
By Property A.2, there is an nlcO E @*, ko < mo, such that u(nk,) = u(n,,). 
Let % = (% \nmo > u nkO. By Lemma A.3, u(nt,) = AL and thus nt, E @\a*. Note that 
ntl satisfies (1) and ntl is not checked. Repeating the above process, we can find the sequences 
{nt, 1, {72,j}, and {nkj 1, j = 2,3,. . . , 
Using Lemma A.8, we see that the elements in the sequence {nt,}, j = 0, 1,2,. . . are distinct. 
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